This Clear Moment
BY ZEN MASTER BON SHIM

From a Dharma talk on 20th August 2008, during the Summer Kyol Che.
Barbara: It is very difficult to practice without expectation. Because we are
putting in all the energy and time and... So how to do it?
SSN: (in Polish) Doświadczaj oczekiwań. Doświadczaj cokolwiek czujesz.
Doświadczaj tego w pełni. Problem zwykle polega na nie akceptowaniu rzeczy
takimi, jakie są. Wtedy jest cierpienie, jeśli masz oczekiwania, doświadcz
oczekiwań. I wtedy co? Jak długo możesz trzymać taki umysł oczekiwań?
Experience the expectation. Experience whatever you feel: experience it
fully. Usually the problem is with not accepting things as they are: then
suffering comes. When you have expectations, experience them. And what
then? How long can you keep this expecting mind?
Barbara: Maybe forever?
SSN: No, if you fully experience that, soon it disappears – then you go back to
whatever is right now. Are you expecting something now?
Barbara: Yes, I go back to ... looking at the floor, but then I expect
something is going to happen. How long does it take?
SSN: No, it’s like anything else. First you experience it, you observe it, then
you let it go. That is what is happening really, right? Then there is something
else: then there is a nice dinner with my friend in Barcelona! You experience
your mind jumping, non-stop. Then at some point you say "Wait a
second. What is that? What can I do with that? Who is this?" Then you are
at the home of the Buddha again.
But then again some thought appears...and it goes on like that. Then slowly,
slowly, after 20 years of practice (laughter) you just say "This doesn’t make
any sense!" and you are not really following your thinking so much. You just
cannot – something happens and you just cannot. It is not interesting; this
moment is more interesting.
You already understand this is illusion, so you don’t want to follow the
illusion. This clear moment is much more interesting than your illusions; that
is what is happening. This is the process: the clear mind is coming up, up, up,
up, up, and the illusion mind is going down, down, down. It’s happening, if
you continue, if you really continue — consistently, with perseverance, really
with perseverance. Not like you become expert and you decide, "Oh, I don’t
need to put in so much effort any more, because I am an expert."
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